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Abstract
Visual objects are typically perceived as parts of an entire visual scene, and the scene’s context provides information crucial
in the object recognition process. Fundamental insights into the mechanisms of context-object integration have come from
research on semantically incongruent objects, which are defined as objects with a very low probability of occurring in a
given context. However, the role of attention in processing of the context-object mismatch remains unclear, with some
studies providing evidence in favor, but other against an automatic capture of attention by incongruent objects. Therefore,
in the present study, 25 subjects completed a dot-probe task, in which pairs of scenes—congruent and incongruent or
neutral and threatening—were presented as task-irrelevant distractors. Importantly, threatening scenes are known to
robustly capture attention and thus were included in the present study to provide a context for interpretation of results
regarding incongruent scenes. Using N2 posterior-contralateral ERP component as a primary measure, we revealed that
threatening images indeed capture attention automatically and rapidly, but semantically incongruent scenes do not benefit
from an automatic attentional selection. Thus, our results suggest that identification of the context-object mismatch is not
preattentive.
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Introduction
The question of which features automatically attract visual
attention has been intensely debated for decades. Fundamental
insights into the mechanisms of attentional selection have been
provided by studies using arrays of mutually independent stim-
uli that are defined by simple features, like color or orientation
(review: Wolfe and Horowitz 2017). In sharp contrast, objects in
natural scenes are complex and defined by many features, and—
importantly—they are always embedded within a general “gist”
of a scene and occur in relation to other objects (Bar 2004; Peelen
and Kastner 2014; Kaiser et al. 2019; Võ et al. 2019). Therefore,
there is a growing interest in investigating mechanisms involved

specifically in perception of such highly structured, natural-
istic stimuli (e.g., Henderson and Hollingworth 1999; Epstein
et al. 2003; Mack 2003; Cohen et al. 2016). Most importantly,
the regularities present in natural scenes give rise to expecta-
tions regarding location and identity of objects and thus guide
our exploration of the environment beyond detection of simple
features (for review, see Oliva and Torralba 2007; Wolfe et al.
2011).

One way to learn about such context-based mechanisms is
to investigate perception of semantically incongruent scenes,
which include elements with very low probability of appearing
in a given context and thus violate expectations of an observer
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(Biederman et al. 1982). Indeed, because incongruent objects
do not benefit from contextual facilitation, their recognition is
impaired with respect to both speed and accuracy (Boyce et al.
1989; Davenport and Potter 2004; Rieger et al. 2008). Neverthe-
less, despite the importance of context-object interactions for
vision (Bar 2004; Kaiser et al. 2019), the role of attention in
this process is still a matter of debate. More specifically, two
key questions have attracted substantial interest: is attention
captured by incongruent objects, and is it engaged by them? A
positive answer to either question will suggest that attention
is preferentially allocated to incongruent objects. Yet, while the
former implies that incongruencies might be processed preat-
tentively (so to enable attentional capture), the latter does not,
as only when an incongruent object is incidentally viewed it
engages (holds) attention for a longer time.

Accordingly, while there is strong evidence that incongruent
objects engage attention (e.g., Võ and Henderson 2009, 2011;
Mudrik et al. 2011; Cornelissen and Võ 2017), a controversy
evolved around the attentional capture. Supporting captures
are two main sources of evidence. First, several eye-tracking
studies suggest that observers direct initial saccades toward
incongruent objects (Loftus and Mackworth 1978; Underwood
and Foulsham 2006; Becker et al. 2007; Underwood et al. 2007,
2008; Bonitz and Gordon 2008). Second, studies using a change
blindness paradigm indicate higher detection rates of a change
when the key object is incongruent, even though recognition
of the object is impaired (Hollingworth and Henderson 2000;
LaPointe et al. 2013; Mack et al. 2017; LaPointe and Milliken 2017;
Ortiz-Tudela et al. 2017, 2018).

On the other hand, several other eye-tracking studies found
no evidence that incongruent objects preferentially attract early
fixations, but only that they are scrutinized for a longer time
once fixated, thus suggesting greater engagement (De Graef et al.
1990; Gareze and Findlay 2007; Rayner et al. 2009; Võ and Hen-
derson 2009, 2011; Cornelissen and Võ 2017). Similarly, Mudrik
et al. (2011) found that once the incongruent scene has been per-
ceived in a binocular rivalry paradigm, subjects exhibit difficulty
with disengaging attention, but no evidence for a preferential
selection of such scenes. Further, incongruent scenes do not
break the continuous flash suppression faster than congruent
ones, which again suggests no attention capture by a context-
object mismatch (i.e., Moors et al. 2016; see also Biderman and
Mudrik 2018). Finally, a recent study of Mack et al. (2017) found no
evidence for an automatic capture of attention by semantically
incongruent scenes across three behavioral paradigms.

Given these conflicting results, here we aimed to directly
test whether incongruent objects are able to attract attention
automatically. To this end, we used a procedure developed by
Kappenman et al. (2015), who showed an attention capture by
threatening scene images included in the International Affec-
tive Picture System (IAPS) stimulus set (Lang et al. 2008). This
proves the procedure is sensitive to detect attentional capture
by complex, real-life scenes. The procedure involves a dot-probe
task, which is a classic task to study automatic shifts of spatial
attention (MacLeod et al. 1986). In this task, pairs of distractor
stimuli (attentional cues) are presented laterally and followed
by a target stimulus displayed on one of the sides. Subjects are
instructed to maintain their gaze on the centrally presented
fixation cross, ignore the distractors, and manually respond to
the presentation of a target. However, if one of the distractors
exhibits some attention-grabbing properties, then attention will
be automatically directed laterally toward such a stimulus, and
this effect can be uncovered by analysis of reaction times (RTs) of

responses to targets or by the N2 posterior-contralateral (N2pc)
ERP component. N2pc was the primary index of attention in the
Kappenman et al. (2015) and in the present study. It is defined
as greater negativity at posterior electrodes contralateral to
the visual field of an attended visual stimulus relative to the
voltage at corresponding ipsilateral electrodes observed in the
ERP response. N2pc exhibits a posterior scalp distribution, with
a maximum typically in the P7/P8 locations. The majority of
researchers agree that N2pc indicates differential processing of
stimuli in one visual field with respect to the other and that
the mechanism involves covert shifts of spatial attention (Eimer
1996; Kiss et al. 2008). Importantly, N2pc was treated as a primary
measure because ERPs provide a continuous index of stimulus
processing and thus might reveal transient and covert shifts of
attention (unlike behavioral measures, which provide an aggre-
gate index of a whole chain of processing stages, e.g., perceptual,
cognitive, motor). Indeed, previous analyses of the dot-probe
task data, including studies by Kappenman et al. (2014, 2015),
indicate that the behavioral RT effect exhibits poor internal
reliability (and, by consequence, its external validity must be
also poor; see also Schmukle 2005), whereas the reliability of the
N2pc effect is moderate.

Therefore, using the outlined procedure, we aimed to real-
ize three specific goals. First, to replicate the main result of
Kappenman et al. (2015), namely, that threatening scenes auto-
matically capture attention as indicated by the N2pc compo-
nent. Successful replication of their finding would indicate that
the paradigm established in our experimental setting is indeed
sensitive enough. Interestingly, to detect a threat it is typically
sufficient to identify either a gist or a key object. But to detect
incongruency, it is necessary to recognize both the gist of a
scene and identity of a key object and then to integrate them to
establish a mismatch. From this perspective, threatening scenes
provide an interesting context for the incongruent scenes, and
investigating both types might help to establish which features
of a scene can be identified preattentively. Second, we aimed
to extend the results of Kappenman et al. (2015) by testing
whether threatening scenes capture attention also when pre-
sented briefly (for 100 ms, instead of 500 ms). Previous behav-
ioral dot-probe studies suggest that processing and attentional
prioritization of such scenes is indeed rapid and efficient (Koster
et al. 2005; Cooper and Langton 2006), and thus here we aimed
to provide electrophysiological evidence for this claim. Finally,
the main research question of this study focuses on attentional
capture by incongruent scenes; considering the lack of con-
sensus around such a capture effect, the same procedure was
used to investigate whether incongruent scenes automatically
capture attention or not. For that, we used a set of congruent
and incongruent scenes developed by Mudrik et al. (2010), which
were also displayed for a shorter (100 ms) or longer time (500 ms).

To investigate automatic attention capture by threatening
and semantically incongruent scene images, we analyzed two
behavioral measures (accuracy and reaction time, RT) and a
lateralized N2pc ERP component obtained in the dot-probe task.
We specifically expected 1) higher accuracy when target dots
followed a threatening/incongruent scene; 2) shorter RT when
target dots followed a threatening/incongruent scene; and 3)
lower amplitude of the contralateral ERP waveform in compari-
son to ipsilateral waveform (i.e., presence of N2pc) at electrodes
P7/P8 in the time window 175–225 ms with respect to the stim-
ulus onset (as reported by Kappenman et al. 2015). Further, in
our study we also included an identification task to test how
well subjects were able to recognize that a scene is threatening
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or incongruent. We thus analyzed sensitivity index (d′) and
confidence ratings and expected better identification (higher
d′) and higher subjective confidence for threatening images (in
contrast to incongruent) and for images presented for a longer
time (irrespective of the type).

Methods
Subjects

We collected data of 25 subjects (16 females, mean age = 23.7 years,
standard deviation [SD] = 3.8 years, range: 19–34 years, 3 left-
handed). They all declared normal or corrected-to-normal vision
and no history of mental or neurological disorders. The sample
size was defined based on the Bayes factor (BF) calculated for
a critical N2pc comparison (details described in the Statistical
Analysis section). Specifically, we collected data until BF for
these comparisons exceeded 0.1 or 10 in all four conditions,
providing strong evidence in favor of, respectively, null or
alternative hypothesis.

Data of 7 additional subjects were collected but excluded
from the analysis: data of 2 subjects has not been properly saved,
electrooculographic (EOG) signals of 2 subjects were too noisy
to use it in the analysis, and 3 subjects were excluded due to
insufficient number of epochs remaining after EEG signal pre-
processing (detailed criteria are described in the EEG Recording
and Analysis section). Further, data of one subject had to be
excluded from the identification task (but not the dot-probe
task) analyses due to a technical problem with the procedure
(thus, the final sample for the identification task is 24 subjects),
but his/her data were included in the dot-probe analyses.

All experimental procedures were approved by the local
Research Ethics Committee at the Faculty of Psychology,
University of Warsaw. All subjects provided written informed
consent and received monetary compensation for their time
(100 PLN = c.a. 25 EUR).

Stimuli

Two sets of stimuli were used. The first was a subset of the
International Affective Picture System stimulus set (Lang et al.
2008), comprising of 50 neutral and 50 threatening images used
in the study of Kappenman et al. (2015). Neutral images pre-
sented scenes without an emotional content (e.g., a man with
a newspaper), while threatening images showed unpleasant or
disturbing scenes, conveying negative emotional content (e.g.,
cockroach, attacking dog, mutilated bodies). The identification
numbers of the images used are provided in Kappenman et al.’s
(2015) publication.

The second set was a subset of 50 pairs of scenes developed
by Mudrik et al. (2010). One version of each scene presents a
person performing an action with an object, which is highly
probable in a given context (congruent version, e.g., a man
playing a violin), whereas the other version the key object has a
very low probability of occurring in a given context (incongruent
version, e.g., a man “playing” a broomstick). In both versions, the
critical object has been pasted onto the scene.

The low-level (physical) properties of the images were
calculated using the Python Imaging Library (http://www.pytho
nware.com/products/pil/) and compared statistically using
Bayesian independent samples t-tests. We found moderate
evidence that threatening IAPS images did not differ from
neutral IAPS images in terms of luminance (BF = 0.214), contrast

(BF = 0.211), and entropy (BF = 0.218). Similarly, we observed
moderate evidence that incongruent scenes did not differ from
congruent scenes, neither in terms of luminance (BF = 0.222)
or contrast (BF = 0.258) nor entropy (BF = 0.213; as reported by
Mudrik et al. 2010). This indicates that neutral and congruent
images constitute a good control for, respectively, threatening
and incongruent images and that attention shifts cannot be
ascribed to differences in physical properties within presented
pairs. However, comparisons between the stimuli sets (i.e., all
neutral/threatening vs. all congruent/incongruent) indicate
that the neutral/threatening set exhibits lower luminance
(BF = 734, extreme evidence), higher contrast (BF = 79, very strong
evidence), and lower entropy (BF = 18, strong evidence) than the
congruent/incongruent images. However, our main interest lies
in comparing the two categories within each set, and thus this
difference does not affect the comparisons of interest.

Procedure

The experimental procedure was written in the Presentation
software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Albany, CA) and presented
on a FlexScan EV-2450 computer monitor. The viewing distance
was 60 cm and it was maintained by a chinrest.

Dot-Probe Task
The dot-probe task consisted of 4 blocks (Fig. 1). Each block
was specified by a combination of 2 factors: “stimulus type”
(neutral/emotional IAPS images or congruent/incongruent
scene images; i.e., IAPS images were not presented with congru-
ent/incongruent images in the same block) and “presentation
time” (100 or 500 ms). Each block included 400 trials (thus, each
stimulus was presented 8 times) and was further subdivided
into 4 series (100 trials each), between which subjects had a self-
paced break. Blocks were presented in a semifixed order, that
is, the initial block was chosen randomly, and it was followed
by a second block, in which the same stimulus type was used
but with a different presentation time. Next, two blocks with the
other stimulus type were presented, where the order of blocks
in terms of a presentation time was the same as in the first two
blocks. The order of trials within each block was fully random.

The dot-probe procedure was the same as the one used by
Kappenman et al. (2015). First, a fixation cross (subtending 0.4◦
× 0.4◦ of the visual angle) appeared at the center of the screen
for 500 ms. Then, the stimuli were presented for either 100 or
500 ms. In each trial, the stimuli were either a congruent and
an incongruent image or a neutral and a threatening image
(depending on the block). In the former case, two images from
the same pair were never presented together (i.e., the congruent
image was always from a different pair than the incongruent
image). The side in which the threatening/incongruent scene
was presented was balanced for all blocks (i.e., in each block
they were presented 200 times on the left, and 200 times on the
right side, randomly intermixed). The center of each image was
always located 4.8◦ laterally from the center of the screen, but
the two sets of images differed in orientation: the images in the
IAPS set are horizontal (images size, 6.7◦ horizontal × 4.8◦ verti-
cal of the visual angle), while the congruent/incongruent scenes
are vertical (images size, 4.8◦ horizontal × 6.7◦ vertical). The two
images were followed by two target asterisks (0.3◦ of the visual
angle away from each other, with each subtending 0.3◦ × 0.3◦
of the visual angle), presented with their center of gravity 4.8◦
laterally (i.e., in the location of the center of a scene) for 400 ms.
In half the trials, the dots were in a horizontal orientation and,
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Figure 1. Experimental procedure. Subjects performed a dot-probe procedure in which their task was to indicate with a button press an orientation of two target dots.

Dots were preceded by pairs of scenes, which subjects were supposed to ignore. A threatening/incongruent scene was presented on one side and a neutral/congruent
scene on the other side. Subjects also completed an identification task, in which they had to first indicate the side of a threatening/incongruent scene presentation
and then to rate confidence they had in their decision.

in the other, in a vertical one. For each orientation in half of
the trials, dots were presented on the threatening/incongruent
image side and in the other half on the neutral/congruent image
side. Subjects were asked to respond by pressing one of the two
buttons using index fingers of their left or right hand—whether
the dots were in horizontal or vertical orientation. Subjects were
asked to respond as quickly and accurately as possible. The
response time was unlimited and the next trial started after the
manual response.

Identification Task
To test the ability to identify the threatening and incongruent
scenes, each subject completed an identification task (which
was not used in the study of Kappenman et al. 2015). The
identification procedure was always performed before the dot-
probe task, as we did not want the recognition rates to be biased
(i.e., improved) by eight presentations of each image in the dot
probe. The identification part also consisted of four blocks, and
the order of which was the same as in the dot-probe task.
However, each block included 100 trials (thus, each stimulus was
presented 2 times). The order of trial presentation within each
block was fully random.

The trial structure was the same as in the dot-probe task,
except target dots were not presented (Fig. 1). Immediately after
the two scene images subjects were asked to indicate on which
side the “emotional” (threatening) or “weird” (incongruent)
scene was presented by pressing a button either on the left
or on the right side of the response pad. Next subjects were
asked to rate how sure they were that their answer was correct
using a scale: 1—“not sure at all” 2—“not sure” 3—“rather sure”
4—“absolutely sure” and pressing one of the four response
pad buttons. Before the procedure was started, subjects were
shown printed versions of a few “emotional” and “weird”
(incongruent) scenes, which were not part of the subsets used
in the experiment.

Analysis of Behavioral Data

All analyses of behavioral data were conducted using custom-
made Python scripts. Analysis of the dot-probe task data focused
on establishing whether accuracy and RTs of a manual response

to the target dots differ between two types of trials: those in
which dots followed the potentially attention-grabbing stimulus
(threatening or incongruent scene) and those in which dots
followed the neutral stimulus (neutral or congruent scene). Only
trials in which RT did not exceed 1500 ms were used in the
analysis. Accuracy was calculated as a percentage of correct
responses to the dot orientation. Accuracy of one subject was
close to 10%, likely as a result of wrong orientation to response
mapping; thus, the mapping was inverted during the analysis.
RTs were calculated only for the correct responses.

For the identification task, d′ (sensitivity index) and
subjective confidence ratings were analyzed. Subjects were
informed that response time is unlimited and thus trials
were not excluded based on the response time. d′ was
calculated to evaluate whether subjects were able to distinguish
between the target (incongruent/threatening image, which
they were supposed to recognize) and the “noise” stimuli
(congruent/neutral). Hits and false alarms equal to 0 or 1 for each
subject were replaced using the log-linear rule, the least biased
method of correcting extreme values (Stanislaw and Todorov
1999). Concerning confidence ratings, we first calculated the
percentage of trials in which a given level of confidence was
reported. In the statistical analysis, we compared the percentage
of trials in which subjects rated their confidence as high (“I was
rather sure” or “I was sure” responses) between conditions.

EEG Recording and Analysis

During the experiment, EEG signal was recorded with 64 Ag–
AgCl electrically shielded electrodes mounted on an elastic cap
(actiCAP, Munich, Germany) and positioned according to the
extended 10–20 system. Vertical electrooculogram (VEOG) and
horizontal electrooculogram (HEOG) were recorded using bipolar
electrodes placed at the supra- and suborbit of the right eye
and at the external canthi. Electrode impedances were kept
below 10 kΩ. The data were amplified using a 128-channel
amplifier (QuickAmp, Brain Products, Enschede, Netherlands)
and digitized with BrainVisionRecorder software (Brain Prod-
ucts, Munich, Germany) at a 500-Hz sampling rate. The EEG
signal was recorded against an average of all channels calculated
by the amplifier hardware.
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EEG and EOG data were analyzed using EEGLAB 14 functions
and MATLAB 2016b. First, all signals were filtered using high-
pass (0.5 Hz) and low-pass (45 Hz) Butterworth IIR filter (filter
order = 2; MATLAB functions, butter and filtfilt). Then, data were
rereferenced to the average of signals recorded from left and
right earlobes and downsampled to 250 Hz. All data were divided
into 1600 epochs (400 epochs per condition [−200 to 1000] ms
with respect to the scene image onset), and the epochs were
baseline-corrected by subtracting the mean of the prestimulus
period (i.e., −200 to 0 ms). Further, epochs were rejected based
on the following criteria: 1) when there was no manual response
to the target dots until 1.5 s after the onset (144 ± 10 epochs
per subject); 2) when activity of the HEOG electrode in the
time window (−200 to 600) ms exceeded −40 or 40 μV (298 ± 38
epochs); and 3) when activity of the P7 or P8 electrode in the time
window (−200 to 600) ms exceeded −80 or 80 μV (very few epochs
rejected, only 0.28 ± 0.10 per subject). Thus, after applying the
described criteria, the average number of analyzed epochs per
subject was 1157 ± 46 (range: [603 1492]).

A subject was excluded if the number of epochs in any con-
dition was < 100. This criterion resulted in excluding 3 subjects
out of 32 (but additional 4 subjects were excluded due to other
criteria, as described in the “Subjects” section). The numbers
of epochs provided above were calculated based on the final
sample of 25 subjects.

Next, each EEG–EOG data set was decomposed into 50 com-
ponents using an independent component analysis as imple-
mented in the EEGLAB pop_runica function. To remove residual
oculographic artifacts from the data, the following procedures
were used: time course of each component was correlated with
time courses of HEOG and VEOG electrodes, and in case the
Spearman correlation coefficient exceeded −0.3 or 0.3, a com-
ponent was subtracted from the data. Using this procedure
2.83 ± 0.17 components (range [2–5]) per subject were removed.

After applying the described preprocessing steps, data were
divided with respect to the condition and presentation side
of the threatening/incongruent scene. To calculate the N2pc
component, we used the P8 and P7 electrodes, similarly to Kap-
penman et al. (2015). Specifically, when threatening/emotional
scene was presented on the left side, P8 was the contralateral
electrode and P7 was the ipsilateral electrode. When threaten-
ing/emotional scene was presented on the right side, P7 was
the contralateral electrode and P8 was the ipsilateral electrode.
For each condition contralateral and ipsilateral signals were
first concatenated and then averaged to obtain contralateral
and ipsilateral waveforms. Then for each subject and condition,
the difference between the contralateral and ipsilateral wave-
forms was calculated. All statistical analyses were conducted
on the difference waveforms averaged within the defined time
windows.

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were conducted in the JASP software and
cross-checked with Statcheck (http://statcheck.io/index.php).
The values are reported as mean ± standard error of the mean,
unless stated otherwise.

In the present study, the BF was used as the primary statisti-
cal measure. The main reason for choosing BF was that, unlike
the classic frequentist statistics, BF evaluates how strongly both
alternative and null hypotheses are supported by data. Specif-
ically, BF is a ratio of the probability (or likelihood) of observ-
ing the data given the alternative hypothesis is true to the

probability of observing the data given the null hypothesis is
true. Thus, in our particular case, BF allows providing further
evidence either in favor of or against attention capture by threat-
ening or semantically incongruent scenes.

In all Bayesian tests, the medium prior scale (Cauchy scale
0.707) was used. In the Results section, we provide interpreta-
tions of the BF according to Wagenmakers et al. (2018), with
0.33 < BF < 3 indicating inconclusive (anecdotal) evidence. Addi-
tionally, for each comparison, we also provide results of a fre-
quentist test to complement BF. Data distribution was first
tested with the Shapiro–Wilk test, and a t-test was used when
the distribution was Gaussian or a nonparametric Wilcoxon test
when it deviated from normality.

To test for the presence of the dot-probe task effects (accu-
racy, RT, and N2pc), one-tailed (directional) t-tests were used
within each condition, to define whether an effect was present
(BF indicating evidence for alternative hypothesis) or absent (BF
indicating evidence for null hypothesis). Further, based on the
inspection of obtained ERP waveforms, two more time windows
(300–400 ms and 600–1000 ms) were analyzed in an exploratory
way. In these exploratory analyses, two-tailed tests were used.
Finally, when analyzing behavioral data, we aimed to compare
two measures from the identification task—d′ and confidence
ratings—between conditions. Thus, we used repeated measures
ANOVA with two factors: stimulus type (threat, congruency) and
presentation time (100 ms, 500 ms).

Data Availability

Data used in the statistical analyses are freely available from
https://osf.io/zpagb/. These include behavioral data from the
dot-probe task (accuracy and RT) and from the identification
task (d′ and confidence ratings) and mean amplitudes of the
analyzed ERP components. Raw EEG data and analysis scripts
are available from the authors per request.

Results
Identification Task

The sensitivity index (d′) was calculated to evaluate subjects’
ability to recognize threatening and incongruent scenes when
they were displayed for longer (500 ms) or shorter (100 ms)
time (Fig. 1). Analysis of variance provides extremely strong
evidence that d′ is affected by both “scene type” (BF > 1000;
F(1, 23) = 122.07,P < 0.001) and presentation time (BF > 1000; F(1,
23) = 34.21, P < 0.001; Fig. 2A). Specifically, subjects were better
at recognizing threatening than incongruent scenes (mean d′
difference: 1.51 ± 0.13), and they performed better when scenes
were displayed for a longer time (mean d′ difference: 0.90 ± 0.15).
However, evidence for an interaction was inconclusive (BF = 1.18;
F(1, 23) = 5.10, P = 0.034).

Further, we analyzed confidence ratings from the identifi-
cation task. For each subject and condition, we calculated a
percentage of trials in which subjects rated their confidence as
high (“I was rather sure” or “I was sure” responses; Fig. 2B). Again,
we found extremely strong evidence that confidence ratings are
affected by both scene type (BF > 1000; F(1, 23) = 57.12, P < 0.001)
and presentation time (BF > 1000; F(1, 23) = 28.24, P < 0.001).
Subjects reported higher confidence on trials where threatening
scenes were presented (mean difference: 16.4 ± 2.2% of trials)
and when scenes were displayed for a longer time (mean
difference: 14.4 ± 2.8%). Evidence for interaction was again
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Figure 2. Results of the identification task, in which subjects were asked to decide whether a threatening/incongruent scene was presented on the left or on the right
side and then rate their confidence in their choice. d′, used as an index of objective identification performance, is presented in (A). Percentage of trials with a given

confidence rating per condition is presented in (B).

inconclusive (BF = 0.44; F(1, 23) = 3.08, P < 0.09). Thus, both
objective (d′) and subjective (confidence ratings) measures
provide consistent results.

Dot-Probe Task—Behavioral Results

Based on the dot-probe data, we analyzed accuracy and RTs
with respect to the target dots. Specifically, we tested whether
in any condition 1) accuracy was higher and 2) RT was shorter
in trials when targets followed threatening/incongruent scenes,
in comparison to trials when dots followed neutral/congruent
scenes. For accuracy, we found moderate evidence for the
null hypothesis (i.e., no accuracy effect) when incongruent
scenes were presented for 100 ms (95.0 ± 0.7% vs. 95.2 ± 0.8%;
BF = 0.24; null hypothesis 4.2 times more likely; t(24) = −0.55,
P = 0.58) and inconclusive data in the 500-ms presentation
time condition (95.2 ± 0.8% vs. 96.1 ± 0.7%; BF = 1.11; Z = 84,
P = 0.10). For threatening scenes moderate evidence favoring
the null hypothesis was observed for both 100 ms (95.4 ± 1.0%
vs. 95.3 ± 0. 9%; BF = 0.22; null hypothesis 4.5 times more likely;
t(24) = 0.28, P = 0.78) and 500-ms presentation time (95.5 ± 0.9%
vs. 96.1 ± 0.7%; BF = 0.37; null hypothesis 2.7 times more likely;
t(24) = −1.129, P = 0.27). Of note, in all conditions accuracy
exhibited very high (ceiling) values (greater than 95%), which
is not surprising considering the task was relatively simple.

Similarly, for RTs we found moderate evidence for the
null hypothesis (i.e., no RT effect) for incongruent scenes
for both presentations time of 100 ms (629.71 ± 15.16 vs.
629.24 ± 15.11 ms; BF = 0.21; null hypothesis 4.8 times more
likely; t(24) = 0.15, P = 0.88) and 500 ms (616.56 ± 11.15 vs.
615.65 ± 10.84 ms; BF = 0.22; null hypothesis 4.5 times more
likely; Z = 194, P = 0.41). As for threatening scenes, moderate
evidence in favor of the null hypothesis was found for 100-ms

presentations (651.61 ± 13.08 vs. 652.22 ± 13.62 ms; BF = 0.22; null
hypothesis 4.5 times more likely; Z = 175, P = 0.75); however, in
the 500-ms presentation time condition, we found moderate
evidence in favor of “alternative” hypothesis (650.33 ± 11.93
vs. 644.09 ± 11.62 ms; BF = 3.5; alternative hypothesis 3.5 times
more likely; t(24) = 2.64, P = 0.014). Thus, no behavioral effects
of attention capture were found for semantically incongruent
scenes (in line with Mudrik et al. 2011 and Mack et al. 2017),
whereas for threatening scenes such an effect was found for
500-ms presentation time only.

Dot-Probe Task—Electrophysiological Results

Next, we analyzed the N2 posterior-contralateral (N2pc) ERP
component, which is a robust index of covert attention shifts
(Eimer 1996; Kiss et al. 2008). For consistency with Kappenman
et al. (2015), we analyzed signals from the P7/P8 electrodes and
used the 175–225 ms time window (Fig. 3).

We observed extreme evidence that the N2pc compo-
nent occurs when threatening scenes are presented for
500 ms (M = −0.83 ± 0.17; BF = 868; t(24) = 4.86, P < 0.001). Impor-
tantly, extreme evidence in favor of N2pc was obtained also
when threatening scenes were presented for 100 ms only
(M = −0.88 ± 0.17; BF = 1310; Z = 11, P < 0.001). However, when
semantically incongruent scenes were presented, strong
evidence favoring the null hypothesis was found (i.e., absence of
N2p), both for 100 ms (M = 0.16 ± 0.07; BF = 0.076, null hypothesis
13 times more likely; t(24) = 0.14, P = 0.97) and for 500-ms
presentations (M = 0.20 ± 0.07; BF = 0,065, null hypothesis 15
times more likely; Z = 266, P = 0.99). Thus, our results strongly
suggest that threatening scenes automatically capture attention
and that they are recognized rapidly and efficiently even when
presented for a brief duration (i.e., 100 ms). In sharp contrast,
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Figure 3. Event-related potentials in the dot-probe task. Electrodes P7 and P8 were chosen for the analysis. Waveforms from electrodes ipsilateral and contralateral to

the threatening/incongruent images are presented in the top row. Difference waveforms (i.e., contralateral/ipsilateral) are presented in the bottom row.

semantically incongruent scenes do not attract attention, even
when presented for a relatively long time.

We further conducted two exploratory analyses, motivated
by inspection of the obtained ERP waveforms. First, we noticed
that the N2pc evoked by threatening scenes is followed by a
contralateral positivity (Fig. 3). According to Gaspelin and Luck
(2018), such a positive component might indicate attention
disengagement or suppression of a stimulus that initially
captured attention. To investigate this effect, a 300–400 ms
time window was used. We indeed found strong evidence
that contralateral positivity occurs when threatening scenes
are presented for 100 ms (M = 0.40 ± 0.12; BF = 13.3; t(24) = 3.30,
P = 0.003), but when presented for 500 ms, the evidence is
inconclusive (M = 0.19 ± 0.15; BF = 0.41; t(24) = 1.23, P = 0.23).
Inconclusive evidence was also observed when semantically
incongruent scenes were displayed for 100 ms (M = 0.11 ± 0.08;
BF = 0.45; Z = 191, P = 0.45) and for 500 ms (M = 0.18 ± 0.09;
BF = 1.14; t(24) = 1.99, P = 0.058).

Second, we analyzed the negative component which started
around 600 ms after presentation of threatening scenes (time
window 600–1000 ms). This component might be interpreted
as sustained posterior-contralateral negativity (SPCN), which is
proposed to reflect selection and maintenance of information
in visual short-term memory (e.g., Eimer and Kiss 2010). We
found very strong evidence for the presence of a late negative
component when threatening scenes were displayed both for
100 ms (M = −0.38 ± 0.09; BF = 77.74; t(24) = 4.10, P < 0.001) and for
500 ms (M = −0.39 ± 0.11; BF = 25.46; t(24) = 3.60, P = 0.001). How-
ever, there was moderate evidence favoring lack of such a late
negative component when incongruent scenes were displayed
for 100 ms (M = −0.02 ± 0.08; BF = 0.217; null hypothesis 4.6 more
likely; t(24) = 0.25, P = 0.80) and for 500 ms (M = 0 ± 0.09; BF = 0.211;
null hypothesis 4.6 more likely; t(24) = 0, P = 0.99).

Discussion
In the present study, we investigated the role of attention in pro-
cessing of semantically incongruent objects, defined as objects
that are not likely to appear in a given context. Previous studies
have consistently found that incongruent objects preferentially
engage (i.e., hold or maintain) attention once they have been per-
ceived (e.g., Võ and Henderson 2009, 2011; Mudrik et al. 2011; Cor-
nelissen and Võ 2017). But whether such objects also automati-
cally “capture” attention remains controversial, with some stud-
ies providing evidence in favor (e.g., Loftus and Mackworth 1978;
Hollingworth and Henderson 2000; Underwood et al. 2007, 2008;
Ortiz-Tudela et al. 2017, 2018), but other against such a possibility
(e.g., Võ and Henderson 2009, 2011; Mudrik et al. 2011; Moors
et al. 2016; Mack et al. 2017). Revealing automatic allocation of
attention to incongruent objects would have important implica-
tions, as it would mean that semantic inconsistency is identified
preattentively and results in a “semantic pop-out” (see Wu et al.
2014). Therefore, to address this question, we used a procedure—
involving a dot-probe task and N2pc component analysis—that
has already been shown sensitive to detect attention shifts to
complex stimuli, specifically threatening scene images (Kappen-
man et al. 2014, 2015). Investigating attentional selection of both
threatening and incongruent scenes in the same experiment, we
found that while threatening images indeed capture attention
automatically and rapidly, semantically incongruent images do
not benefit from an automatic attentional prioritization.

Semantically Incongruent Scenes

Our conclusion that attention is not captured by semantic incon-
sistencies is based on the lack of both behavioral (dot-probe
accuracy and RT) and electrophysiological (N2pc) evidence. Such
lack of effects was further attested by Bayesian analysis, which
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suggested conclusive evidence in favor of the null hypothe-
sis, mitigating the concern that effects were not observed due
to lack of power. Three further alternative explanations are
also excluded by the results. First, one might claim that the
experimental procedure is not sensitive enough; however, since
attention shifts were caused by threatening scenes, both here
and in the Kappenman et al. (2015) study, this explanation is
less plausible (as well as similar claims for some other factor in
our experimental setting that affected subjects’ performance).
Thus, the positive finding for the threatening stimuli provides
a stronger context for the negative finding for the semantic
incongruencies. Second, one might claim that attention shifts
to incongruent objects are transient and covert and, for this
reason, not manifested in behavior (see Schmukle 2005 ; Kap-
penman et al. 2014, 2015). Here, ERP results serve as an answer,
as they provide a continuous measure of neuronal engagement.
Nevertheless, ERP analysis did not suggest such transient atten-
tion shifts, nor any other form of preferential processing of
incongruent scenes. Finally, the semantic incongruencies used
in the present study might be considered not strong enough to
evoke attentional shifts (i.e., the manipulation of images was
too subtle). Indeed, images used by the previous studies varied
greatly in terms of general complexity and how central and
diagnostic the key object was for the scene understanding. But
the scenes we used were always defined as a subject performing
an action with an object, which was always central and played
a key role in the scene. Importantly, previous studies using the
same stimuli did find that congruent and incongruent scenes
were processed differentially (e.g., Mudrik et al. 2010, 2011, 2014;
Moors et al. 2016; Mack et al. 2017; Truman and Mudrik 2018;
Faivre et al. 2019). However, what most effectively mitigates the
abovementioned concern is subjects’ performance in the identi-
fication task. There, both objective d′ and subjective confidence
ratings indicate that recognition of incongruent scenes was
above chance level (see also the high accuracy rates in previous
studies using these stimuli, e.g., Mudrik et al. 2010, 2014).

Thus, our findings challenge results of several previous stud-
ies. First, incongruent objects were shown to cue attention to
their location, as indicated by a faster reaction to a subsequent
probe (Gordon 2004). If this is the case, then the dot-probe
task should have uncovered such an attentional cueing. But we
did not find any supporting evidence for this claim. Second,
observers are faster to detect a change in the change blindness
experiments, when the change involves an incongruent object
(e.g., Hollingworth and Henderson 2000; LaPointe et al. 2013;
Mack et al. 2017; LaPointe and Milliken 2017; Ortiz-Tudela et al.
2017, 2018). Third, several eye-tracking studies reported that
incongruent objects were fixated earlier than congruent ones
(Loftus and Mackworth 1978; Underwood and Foulsham 2006;
Becker et al. 2007; Underwood et al. 2007, 2008; Bonitz and
Gordon 2008). But while the change blindness and eye-tracking
studies indicate attention might be preferentially allocated to
incongruent objects, our results suggest that this process is not
automatic but rather requires longer inspection and exploration
of the scene. Specifically, in change blindness experiments, sev-
eral reversals of the stimulus are typically needed to detect a
change, even if the target object is incongruent (e.g., in the Mack
et al. 2017), an average time needed to detect a change was
11.7 s). Similarly, incongruent objects typically did not attract the
first saccade but rather were fixated only after several saccades
have been executed.

Our results are in line with previous ERP studies, which found
that differences between congruent and incongruent scenes

begin around 250–300 ms after the scene onset and are most pro-
nounced over anterior brain regions (the N300 component; Ganis
and Kutas 2003; Mudrik et al. 2010, 2014; Võ and Wolfe 2013; Tru-
man and Mudrik 2018; Draschkow et al. 2019). This suggests that
identification of a semantic incongruity occurs at processing
stages later than attentional selection investigated here. Further,
the pattern of fMRI activations caused by incongruent scenes—
involving lateral occipital, inferior temporal, parahippocampal,
and prefrontal cortex—again indicates that identification of
incongruency involves mainly postperceptual processing stages
(Rémy et al. 2014, 2020; Faivre et al. 2019). This is also suggested
by the fact that conscious perception of a scene is required for
detection of incongruency, as it is not performed when scenes
are presented subliminally (Moors et al. 2016; Biderman and
Mudrik 2018; Faivre et al. 2019).

Finally, in the previous ERP/fMRI studies, the presented
scenes were typically task-relevant, but here we presented
them as irrelevant distractors. Therefore, it still might be
argued that presenting incongruent objects as task-relevant,
hereby increasing subjects’ motivation to inspect them, might
result in a preferential attention allocation. However, first,
our aim was to test if the capture is indeed automatic and,
second, both a passive task and an active task were used in an
eye-tracking study by Võ and Henderson (2009) (i.e., subjects
viewed scenes for a later recall or searched a predefined object,
respectively), and in neither task inconsistent objects attracted
initial saccades more frequently than congruent ones.

Threatening Scenes

In two studies, Kappenman et al. (2014, 2015) found electro-
physiological evidence for an automatic attention capture by
threatening natural scenes. Here, we used the same dot-probe
procedure and the subset of IAPS stimuli as Kappenman et al.
(2015) and successfully replicated their N2pc effect. While in
the present study threatening scenes were introduced as a
“control” condition, we nevertheless extended the observations
of Kappenman and colleagues in three ways.

First, in Kappenman et al. (2014, 2015), threatening scenes
were presented for a relatively long time (between 400 and
600 ms). Here, alongside replicating the result for the 500-ms
presentation time, we also show that a 100-ms display time is
sufficient to yield a robust N2pc component. Thus, detection of
emotional scenes is indeed rapid and efficient. Such a result
regarding scenes complements previous studies showing an
automatic detection of emotional expression of faces (review
Vuilleumier 2005; but also identity, Wójcik et al. 2018, 2019).
Second, we introduced an identification task, which was not
included by Kappenman et al. (2014, 2015). We were thus able
to show that subjects not only covertly shift attention toward
a threatening scene but also recognize the side on which it
was presented with high accuracy and confidence, even in the
100-ms display time condition. This again points toward a very
efficient, possibly parallel processing of both scenes displayed
in the experiment, in line with reports that threatening IAPS
images might even be processed when presented subliminally
(i.e., without awareness; e.g., Gläscher and Adolphs 2003; Tooley
et al. 2017; meta-analysis: Hedger et al. 2016). A third way in
which we extended the Kappenman et al. (2015) study is that we
observed not only the N2pc component but also later lateralized
ERP components. Specifically, perception of threatening scenes
led to a late (600–1000 ms) sustained posterior-contralateral
negativity (SPCN). SPCN is typically interpreted as a marker
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of a stimulus access to visual working memory, which might
in fact occur even when the task does not explicitly require
working memory encoding (Jolicœur et al. 2008; Luria et al. 2010;
Sessa et al. 2011). Under this interpretation, it seems that the
threatening scenes were actively processed in working memory
up to 1 s after their onset, even though they were supposed to
be ignored as task-irrelevant distractors. This component was
not reported by Kappenman et al. (2014, 2015), as they analyzed
EEG signal only up to 600 ms from scene’s onset. Further, in the
short presentation time condition, we also observed a contralat-
eral positivity (300–400 ms), which can be interpreted to index
attentional disengagement and/or suppression of a stimulus
that automatically captures attention (Gaspelin and Luck 2018).
Nevertheless, in this condition the later SPCN was still observed,
indicating that this possible suppression/disengagement was
not fully successful. Because these components were found in
exploratory analyses, their interpretation requires caution, but
warrants future investigation.

Analyzing behavioral data from the dot-probe task, we found
faster RT when target dots followed the threatening scene, but
only in the 500-ms presentation time condition. This is in con-
trast to Kappenman et al. (2014, 2015) who did not find any RT
effect. The reason for this discrepancy remains unclear, but is in
line with the fact that previous dot-probe studies that used an
RT index to investigate attention shifts to threatening stimuli
reported mixed results (for meta-analysis, see Bar-Haim et al.
2007). The most plausible reason is that RT of a manual response
measures an outcome of a whole chain of processes (perceptual,
cognitive, motor) occurring between stimulus presentation and
response and thus might not be sensitive enough to indicate
transient attention capture. Indeed, in their additional analyses,
Kappenman et al. (2015) demonstrated poor internal reliability
of the RT index (see also Schmukle 2005). Further, based on the
fact that the RT effect was found only in the 500-ms display time
condition, we argue that, rather than reflecting a rapid attention
capture, it might result from a prolonged attentional engage-
ment with the threatening scene. Thus, it would be important
for future studies to define how the N2pc component relates to
behavior. Importantly, even though N2pc is considered the gold
standard for detecting attentional shifts, some recent studies
suggest it might actually index other downstream processes, like
feature integration (Zivony et al. 2018).

Conclusions and Limitations

A comprehensive theoretical model describing how our visual
system deals with perception of natural scenes is still missing.
There is strong evidence that human observers are very fast and
efficient at recognizing a gist of a scene, defined as a general
and high-level representation of what the scene depicts (review:
Oliva and Torralba 2006). However, there is still controversy
around the effects of the scene’s gist or context on object recog-
nition processes. One line of research suggests that the gist is
identified first, and by preactivating representations of objects
most likely encountered in a given context, gist perception
affects the subsequent object recognition (Biederman et al. 1982;
Brandman and Peelen 2017; Truman and Mudrik 2018; review
Bar 2004). However, others show that objects can be categorized
as rapidly as the gist, with earliest manual responses in an
object classification task as short as 250 ms, claiming that object
perception is basically cost-free (i.e., does not require attentional
resources; Thorpe et al. 1996; Joubert et al. 2007, 2008). These
results are more in line with a model in which gist and objects

are processed in parallel with an ongoing interaction between
the two streams (review Fabre-Thorpe 2011).

We argue that to recognize a threat in the scenes presented
in our study, it is sufficient to either process the gist of a scene
or just recognize a key object (e.g., a mutilated body, an attacking
animal). In contrast, to detect an incongruency, both the gist
of a scene and the key object must be recognized, and the
mismatch has to be established in the process. Thus, detecting a
threat indeed relies on processing that is rapid and efficient and
involves automatic attentional selection (i.e., might be preatten-
tive and cost-free), whereas detecting semantic incongruency
likely requires more time and can be performed only after
attention has been allocated to a given object. Involvement of
different mechanisms is also suggested by the fact that the
recognition level of threatening scenes presented for 100 ms and
incongruent scenes presented for 500 ms was similar, but we
observed robust attention capture in the former condition, but
no sign of such an effect in the latter. Thus, our data suggest that
gist and/or objects can be perceived in a rapid, automatic, and
possibly cost-free manner, but the detection of gist–object mis-
match is performed later and requires attentional resources. We
argue that rapid analysis of low spatial frequencies performed
by the magnocellular pathway might be sufficient to detect a
threat, whereas identification of a gist–object mismatch is likely
based on a more precise analysis of high spatial frequencies (in
line with Bar et al. 2006; Alorda et al. 2007; Lauer et al. 2018; see
also Bar 2004).

Further, interpreting the differences between the incongru-
ent and threatening scenes should be done with caution, as
some low-level features were not matched between sets (e.g.,
congruent/incongruent scenes exhibit higher luminance, lower
contrast, and higher entropy; see the Methods section). Thus,
conducting a direct comparison between the two types of stimuli
is limited. Notably however, the results for each type of stimuli
stand on their own; that is, in line with our experimental goals,
we were able to, first, replicate the result of Kappenman et al.
(2015) regarding threatening scenes and examine the effect
of stimulus duration on the effect. And second, we investi-
gated the involvement of attention in processing semantically
incongruent scenes that have been already used in multiple
studies (e.g., Mudrik et al. 2010, 2011; Mack et al. 2017; Faivre
et al. 2019). Given that the two classes of stimuli banks were
previously validated, and as modifying their low-level features
might affect their processing, we decided to neither match
the physical properties between sets nor modify the stimuli
in any other way. Note that such a modification might have
also complicated the interpretation of our results in relation
to these previous studies (particularly when obtaining a null
result).

In conclusion, a growing body of evidence indicates that rep-
resentation of a scene context interacts with the object recog-
nition process as early as 200 ms after the scene onset (Bar
et al. 2006; Joubert et al. 2007, 2008; Brandman and Peelen 2017;
Truman and Mudrik 2018; review Bar 2004; Fabre-Thorpe 2011).
Our results place an important limitation on the future theoret-
ical models by showing that the context-object integration does
not take place preattentively but only after attention has been
allocated to the object.
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